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Introduction
On May 12, 2021, the Court of Appeal renders its first decision on the implicit waiver of
professional secrecy at the Authorization Stage of a class action in E.L. c. Procureur
général du Québec, 2021 QCCA 782.
On October 2, 2019, E.L (the Petitioner) filed an Application for the Authorization to
Institute a class action and to be designated as the Representative Plaintiff on behalf of
children who were allegedly detained, isolated and mistreated, during their residency in
certain youth reception centres in Québec. The proposed class action targets the
Attorney General of Québec and eighteen healthcare institutions. With respect to her
personal cause of action, the Petitioner alleges that she was repeatedly placed in
solitary confinement for trivial reasons, that she was forcibly medicated and witnessed
acts of sexual abuse committed against other children. She claimed both compensatory
and punitive damages.

The Judgment in First Instance
The defendant healthcare institutions filed a motion requesting the disclosure of the
Petitioner’s health records relating to the allegations in the Application for Authorization
relating to her state of health. The defendants intended to then seek leave to submit
those records as “relevant evidence” pursuant to Article 574 C.C.P.
Justice Chantal Tremblay, J.C.S., allowed the healthcare institutions’ motion and
ordered the disclosure of certain health records deemed relevant and necessary at the
authorization hearing. As such, she allowed for the filing of these documents as relevant
evidence into Court record, before they were disclosed by the Petitioner and without her
having first taken cognizance of them.

Analysis
Justices Schrager, Hamilton and Baudouin ruled on the only two issues raised by this
appeal, namely : (1) Whether the Petitioner had waived the professional secrecy

protecting certain of her health records and (2) Whether the motions judge was entitled
to allow an early disclosure of the health records for the authorization hearing.
Ruling for the first time on this novel issue, the Court of Appeal held as follows:




Implicit waiver of professional secrecy at the authorization stage: A petitioner
may implicitly waive professional secrecy pertaining to certain of his or her
(otherwise confidential) medical and pharmaceutical records, where the petitioner
makes his or her health a central issue in the dispute. The procedural stage of
authorization does not impede the application of that principle. Accordingly, the
judgment in the first instance ordering the disclosure of some of the Petitioner’s
health records was upheld.
Relevant evidence may not be adduced preemptively: That being said, the
Court of Appeal disagreed with the first instance judgment, which it held had
been too quick to authorize the filing of the Petitioner’s health records that were
to be disclosed as relevant evidence. Instead, the disclosed health records will
have to be the subject of a second application under article 574 C.C.P. if the
defendants wish to produce them in whole or in part as relevant evidence.

Commentary
This is the first judgment rendered by the Court of Appeal confirming that the
authorization of class actions, as a procedural step, does not override established
principles governing the waiver of professional secrecy. This finding is consistent with
the principle that petitioners applying to institute class actions and seeking
representative status must demonstrate an arguable personal cause of action and
confirms that the defendants have some, albeit limited, means to respond to an
application for authorization.
Although the Court of Appeal acknowledged that petitioners might be obligated to
disclose some of their health records at the authorization stage, doing so must not result
in a “fishing expedition” by defendants. A two-step process is required, in which the case
management judge can be called upon to intervene if the motion for documents is
contested. Those two steps are:




An order for disclosure of documents : The defendant has the burden of showing
the apparent relevance of specific health records to the application for
authorization. The Petitioner may make representations if he or she objects to
producing those documents;
An application for leave to adduce relevant evidence : If the defendant wishes to
produce certain health records thus obtained as relevant evidence, the defendant
must make an application under Article 574 C.C.P. and demonstrate that the
records are essential and indispensable for the purpose of analyzing the criteria
of Article 575 .C.C.P.
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